Dosimetry of the breast for determining carcinogenic risk in mantle irradiation.
Development of secondary malignancies following treatment of Hodgkin's disease with radiation (central axis midline dose of 3600-4500 cGy) is a recognized risk, and the incidence in breast cancer has been reported to increase by a factor of 4.3 (95% confidence level 2.0 to 8.4) for patients treated with mantle irradiation. Increased incidence of breast cancer has also been shown in atomic bomb survivors, women who underwent multiple fluoroscopic examinations, and women treated for postpartum mastitis. The dose response, however, for radiation dose above 1000 cGy is virtually unknown. Quantitative analysis of carcinogenesis after radiation is exacerbated by the large dose gradient across the breast (300-4200 cGy for midline doses of 4000 cGy), large individual variation in breast size and treatment field position. We have developed differential dose volume histograms calculated using a 3-dimensional (Eg TAR) algorithm as a potential tool for retrospective and prospective epidemiological evaluation. The breast volume forms a bimodal distribution with respect to dose and with further analysis other quantities, such as mean dose and integral dose, can be calculated from the histograms. Using the mean dose, the linear model for carcinogenesis predicts an increased incidence of secondary breast cancer by a factor of 11.6 and 9.6 for the left and right breast, respectively. The dose calculations has been corrected for inhomonogenities 3-dimensionally and test of the accuracy has been included.